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areas, and connect urban communities with greenways that are not part of parks, as well as with larger greenways that are part of parks. In fact, the new

“greenways” concept is so new that its legal definition continues to evolve. But one concept that has remained constant is that of shared-use paths, which are
those paths that are designed with a shared use for pedestrians and bicycles. These paths are usually separated from motorized traffic by physical barriers. In

the United States, the best-known example of a shared-use path is the “Woodland” in Portland, Oregon. Early on, the “Woodland” was a footpath for
pedestrians that was just outside the Portland’s center and, as a result, was often inaccessible to people without cars. However, since then, the “Woodland”
has expanded to connect “inland parks” that are outside the center of Portland with many parks located on the surrounding hills and mountain sides. These

urban parks are accessible to people without cars, even if they live far away from the parks, but it was the shared-use paths that really connected them to the
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happened to the library reference for using OrmLiteDaoSupport in Room? My understanding is that Added a new annotation

@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY) to Room @Database annotation Added a new annotation @Database (Database)
to Room @Database annotation Now, you can specify a reference to the OrmLiteDaoSupport library and and it will provide the DaoSupport.createDao()

method that is needed by Room and all your @Database annotated Dao classes The code snippet is as follows: @Database(entities = {User.class}, version =
1, exportStrategy = SQLiteOpenHelper.CALLCONV_VERSION) abstract class UserDao : OrmLiteDaoSupport(UserDao.DaoSupport) { @Autowired

lateinit var repository: UserRepository //... @Query("SELECT * FROM User") fun findAll(): Iterable } That's all fine, but I noticed that the latest
(1.0.0-beta01) version of the library didn't contain such code and so I added the dependency on the OrmLiteDaoSupport. @Database(entities = {User.class},

version = 1, exportStrategy = SQLiteOpenHelper.CALLCONV_VERSION) abstract class UserDao : OrmLiteDaoSupport(UserDao.DaoSupport) {
@Autowired lateinit var repository: UserRepository //... @Query("SELECT * FROM User") fun findAll(): Iterable } But it seems that this way of using an

OrmLite library is not longer supported. The documentation does not say how to resolve these issues. A: I finally found the answer in the release notes:
Added new Database module that ships the OrmLite4DaoDatabaseConverter (OrmLiteDaoSupport) 3e33713323
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